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Finland-Swedish Sign Language (FinSSL) is one of the smallest languages in the Nordic countries – with 
its 90 deaf native users it is a severely endangered language and in need of acute revitalization. Since 2015, 
when the Sign Language Act was passed providing legal status for FinSSL, the revitalization has begun, 
with a one-year long course on FinSSL organized in 2017-2018 (LIVS, “live in our language” and 
“LIVS2”, which is the first FinSSL interpreter class since 1993). LIVS has been a good start for the 
revitalization. In my talk, I will show how the community became more active, for example in collecting 
and documenting their own signs to a SignWiki web dictionary 
(https://finssl.signwiki.org/index.php/Huvudsida).  
 
The research I will report in this colloquium is one part of my doctoral dissertation. I aim to document a 
part of the language use. Using public, online published informational videos (teckeneko.fi), I analyze the 
constructions signers make lists. One of these constructions is what has been called a “list buoy” (Liddell 
2003). Other methods include different pointing signs with index finger, head movements, and so forth. 
 
In my talk I will show some of my data and my preliminary analyses. My goal is to document the grammar 
of list-making in FinSSL. This will include a typology of the list buoy with a description of the list buoy in 
as many other sign languages as possible. The different listing methods seem to be somewhat 
interchangeable, somewhat personal choices, but I want to see from the larger data sample I now have if 
there are situations where signer make different choices, and if there are contexts in which only one method 
or never used. 
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